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All the Devils Are Here by Louise Penny winner of the Agatha Award for Best Contemporary
Novel
"The 16th novel by #1 bestselling author Louise Penny finds Chief Inspector Armand Gamache of the Sûreté du Quebec investigating
a sinister plot in the City of Light On their first night in Paris, the Gamaches gather as a family for a bistro dinner with Armand's
godfather, the billionaire Stephen Horowitz. Walking home together after the meal, they watch in horror as Stephen is knocked
down and critically injured in what Gamache knows is no accident, but a deliberate attempt on the elderly man's life. When a
strange key is found in Stephen's possession it sends Armand, his wife Reine-Marie, and his former second-in-command at the
Sûreté, Jean-Guy Beauvoir, from the top of the Tour d'Eiffel, to the bowels of the Paris Archives, from luxury hotels to odd, coded,
works of art. It sends them deep into the secrets Armand's godfather has kept for decades. A gruesome discovery in Stephen's Paris
apartment makes it clear the secrets are more rancid, the danger far greater and more imminent, than they realized. Soon the whole
family is caught up in a web of lies and deceit. In order to find the truth, Gamache will have to decide whether he can trust his
friends, his colleagues, his instincts, his own past. His own family. For even the City of Light casts long shadows. And in that darkness
devils hide"—
October 21, 2021
Deep in the Alaskan Woods
by Karen Harper
"Alexandra Collister came to her estranged cousins' B and B in Falls Lake, Alaska, looking for a fresh start. The surrounding forest can
be harsh and unforgiving--luckily, rugged wilderness tracker Quinn Mantell offers to be her guide. Still recovering from a toxic
previous relationship, Alex is wary of getting too close, but when savagely deep claw marks appear outside her bedroom window,
keeping her distance from Quinn is no longer an option. Then a body turns up exhibiting the same ruthless slash marks, and Alex
knows it isn't a coincidence. Something sinister is lurking in the woods around Falls Lake, turning Alex's fresh start into a brutal game
of survival. The murky veil of forest offers more threats than answers. Can Alex and Quinn find the killer before darkness falls for
good?"
November 18, 2021
A is for Alibi
by Sue Grafton
Kinsey Millhone 1
A IS FOR AVENGER. A tough-talking former cop, private investigator Kinsey Millhone has set up a modest detective agency in a quiet
corner of Santa Teresa, California. She's a twice-divorced loner with few personal possessions and fewer personal attachments but
with a soft spot for underdogs and lost causes.
A IS FOR ACCUSED. That's why she draws desperate clients like Nikki Fife. Eight years ago, she was convicted of killing her
philandering husband. Now she's out on parole and needs Kinsey's help to find the real killer. But after all this time, clearing Nikki's
bad name won't be easy.
A IS FOR ALIBI. If there's one thing that makes Kinsey Millhone feel alive, it's playing on the edge. When her investigation turns up a
second corpse, more suspects, and a new reason to kill, Kinsey discovers that the edge is closer--and sharper--than she imagined.
December 16, 2021
Moonflower Murders
by Anthony Horowitz
(like Agatha Christie)
"Farlingaye Hall is a beautiful hotel in Suffolk on the east coast of England. Unfortunately, it is also the site of the brutal murder of
Frank Parris, a retired advertising executive. Stefan Codrescu, a Romanian maintenance man, is arrested after police find blood
spatter on his clothes and bed linen. He is found guilty and spends eight years in prison. It appears an open and shut case, but there
is more than meets the eye. Alan Conway, the late author of the fictional Magpie Murders, knew Frank Parris and once visited
Farlingaye Hall. Conway based Atticus Pund Takes the Cake, the third book in his detective series, on the hotel. Cecily Treherne, the
daughter of the hotel owner, read the book and believes the truth of Stefan's innocence is found in its pages. But now...she has
disappeared. Conway's former editor Susan Ryeland leaves her own hotel in Crete and travels to Suffolk to investigate the murder
and Treherne's disappearance"

January 20, 2022
When No One is Watching
by Alyssa Cole
2021 Edgar nominee for best novel
"Sydney Green is Brooklyn born and raised, but her beloved neighborhood seems to change every time she blinks. Condos are
sprouting like weeds, FOR SALE signs are popping up overnight, and the neighbors she's known all her life are disappearing. To hold
onto her community's past and present, Sydney channels her frustration into a walking tour and finds an unlikely and unwanted
assistant in one of the new arrivals to the block -- her neighbor Theo. But Sydney and Theo's deep dive into history quickly becomes
a dizzying descent into paranoia and fear. Their neighbors may not have moved to the suburbs after all, and the push to revitalize
the community may be more deadly than advertised. When does coincidence become conspiracy? Where do people go when
gentrification pushes them out? Can Sydney and Theo trust each other -- or themselves -- long enough to find out before they too
disappear?"
February 17, 2022
Thursday Murder Club
by Richard Osman 2021 Edgar nominee for best paperback original
"In a peaceful retirement village, four unlikely friends meet weekly in the Jigsaw Room to discuss unsolved crimes; together they call
themselves The Thursday Murder Club. There's Red Ron, the infamous former socialist firebrand, still causing trouble; gentle Joyce,
widowed, pining for another resident, but surely not as innocent as she seems; Ibrahim, a former therapist who understands the
darker side of human nature; and Elizabeth? Well, no one is quite sure who she really is, but she's definitely not a woman to
underestimate. When a local developer is found dead, the Thursday Murder Club suddenly find themselves in the middle of their
first live case. The friends might be septuagenarians, but they are cleverer than most. Can our unorthodox but brilliant gang catch
the killer before its too late?
March 17, 2022
Dead Land
by Sara Paretsky 2021 G.P. Putnam’s Sons Sue Grafton Memorial Award nominee
Chicago may be the city of broad shoulders, but its political law is "Pay to Play." Money changes hands in the middle of the night,
and by morning, buildings and parks are replaced by billion-dollar projects. Chicago PI V.I. Warshawski gets pulled into one of these
clandestine deals through her impetuous goddaughter, Bernie Fouchard. Bernie tries to rescue Lydia Zamir, a famed singersongwriter now living on the streets; Zamir's life fell apart when her lover was murdered next to her in a mass shooting at an
outdoor concert. Not only does Bernie plunge her and V.I. headlong into the path of some ruthless developers, they lead to the
murder of the young man Bernie is dating. He's a computer geek working for a community group called SLICK. V.I. is desperate to
find a mysterious man named Coop, who roams the lakefront in the middle of the night with his dog. She's sure he holds the key to
the mounting body count within SLICK. Coop may even know why an international law firm is representing the mass murderer
responsible for Lydia's lover's death. Instead, the detective finds a terrifying conspiracy stretching from Chicago's parks to a cover-up
of the dark chapters in America's meddling in South American politics. Before she finds answers, this electrifying novel pushes V.I.
close to the breaking point: People who pay to play take no prisoners.
April 21, 2022
Invisible
by James Patterson
Invisible 1
"Everyone thinks Emmy Dockery is crazy. Obsessed with finding the link between hundreds of unsolved cases, Emmy has taken leave
from her job as an FBI researcher. Now all she has are the newspaper clippings that wallpaper her bedroom, and her recurring
nightmares of an all-consuming fire. Not even Emmy's ex-boyfriend, field agent Harrison "Books" Bookman, will believe her that
hundreds of kidnappings, rapes, and murders are all connected. That is, until Emmy finds a piece of evidence he can't afford to
ignore. More murders are reported by the day--and they're all inexplicable. No motives, no murder weapons, no suspects. Could one
person really be responsible for these unthinkable crimes?"
May 19, 2022
Little Fires Everywhere
by Celeste NG
In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is planned -- from the layout of the winding roads, to the
colors of the houses, to the successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no one embodies this spirit more than Elena
Richardson, whose guiding principle is playing by the rules. Enter Mia Warren -- an enigmatic artist and single mother -- who arrives
in this idyllic bubble with her teenaged daughter Pearl, and rents a house from the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more
than tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past and a
disregard for the status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community. When old family friends of the Richardsons
attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically divides the town -- and puts Mia and Elena on
opposing sides.

